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Milky way wishes guide

Kirby Super Star Ultra screenshotねがを (Ginga ni Negai o) Wish Upon the Milky Way, ⼩ = Envelope, ねが = 願 Desire In order to stop the serious struggle between the sun and moon, you will have to visit many planets and summon a comet. This game has slightly different rules when it is about copying skills, so pay close attention. -
Game modes • Kirby Super Star Ultra Instruction Booklet Milky WayWishes is the sixth main game of Kirby Super Star and its remake. The game uses Copy Essence Deluxe: statues similar to those of museums and copy essences that Kirby must touch before acquiring this skill. Inhaling enemies, regardless of whether they give Kirby a
copying capability, results in a no good; the exception to this, however, is that Kirby can still get the limited-use skills Crash, Mike, Sleep, Cook and Paint normally. To acquire regular copying skills, Kirby must find the necessary copy luxury essence for it. Beating Milky Way Wishes unlocks The Arena, which contains all the bosses Kirby
has struggled with before. Marx story the Kirby jeer is seen standing in front of the Fountain of Dreams. The star cane shines and shoots a bright light upwards into the soon-to-be-extended sky. The light soon opens up and reveals the Sun and Moon fighting each other and pushing each other out of the sky, constantly changing it. The
camera scrolls down to reveal Kirby standing next door, Bronto Burt, Waddle Dee, and Poppy Bros. Jr., who were watching the two trying to take each other from far below. A jeer named Marx appears bouncing on a multicolored beach ball. Ask Kirby for help with giant comet Nova to stop the fight, but to do so, Kirby must collect stellar
power from the different planets near Pop Star. Kirby, back at the Fountain of Dreams, jumps on a lop star that The Fountain made for him, and rises into outer space with Marx wishing him good luck. New After gathering the power stars of the seven planets, Kirby summons Nova and makes his wish. Before doing so, Marx removes Kirby
from the screen and makes his own selfish desire: world domination on the planet Popstar. When this happens, it transforms into a fearsome monster that resembles a bat. He reveals that he tricked the Sun and Moon into fighting each other, and that he got Kirby to do his dirty work for him, and this was all part of his master plan to
conquer Popstar. Nova is obliged to grant Marx's wish, unfortunately forcing Kirby to destroy him. Nova begins to loosen up towards Popstar, leaving Kirby alone in space. Fortunately, the power Kirby had gathered comes together and creates a spacecraft for him to pursue after Nova with. Marx, transformed Nova is suddenly stopped by
the Sun and Moon, giving Kirby a chance to get into it. kirby destroys her core, Nova is wounded, enraged infuriated he then tries to attack Kirby himself. Kirby then lands on what appears to be the moon of his battle with nightmare, and fights Marx. Kirby wins in battle, sending Marx flying back and for New, apparently destroying them
both in the process during a massive explosion wrapped in a bright white light. Kirby flies back to Popstar through a warp star, and the sun and moon are seen circling around each other, ending their feud. Kirby Overview, as seen in the beginner's room for Milky Way wishes: Kirby Super Star Ultra Milky WayWishes is the first and only
game to feature Copy Essence Deluxe Deluxe in the original game instead of the usual means of acquiring copy ability. Although this solved the classic problem of not having the right capacity at the right time, it did mean that the player initially had to travel powerless unless, by prior knowledge or otherwise, he visited planet ???, and
acquired the Essence of Copy. With this item, they could replicate the traditional method of getting copying skills. The premises for finding the Deluxe Essences are similar to finding treasure chests in The Great Cave Offensive, although there are far fewer items to find. There is a counter at the bottom right of the Nintendo DS touchscreen
that indicates how many Kirby Essences had not yet collected, which helps locate the remaining ones. To complete the wishes of the Milky Way (and the game) at 100%, the player must find the 19 Deluxe Essences. In this game, all enemies and mid-bags are given an alternative color palette. In Kirby Super Star Ultra, bosses also have
an alternate color palette, except for the computer virus, which is most likely due to the fact that it has changed its set of heads. Alternative palettes are later used in Helper to Hero. Milky Way Wishes is the only Kirby Super Star sub-game to be largely established in outer space. This would again, albeit on a smaller scale, in Kirby 64: The
Crystal Shards, but since then, Kirby's adventures have largely taken place on Popstar. It is the only game in the Kirby series, along with Kirby Star Allies, to use a free cursor, i.o. Kirby can be moved to the map anywhere the player decides to move it. Stages Floria Aquarius Skyhigh Hotbeat Cavius Mekkai Halfmoon ??? * Galactic Nova *
Transcription main article: Wishes of the Milky Way / Transcription The sun and moon had a great argument! Because of this, the days and nights in Dream Land are mixed! It's up to Kirby to solve this dilemma and restore order to Dream Land. - Milky Way Wishes History • Kirby Super Star Instruction Booklet Helps! You have to stop the
sun and moon from fighting! - Milky Way wishes • Kirby Super Star The moon and sun are struggling, and you have to solve it! Help us, comet at the end of the galaxy! - Wishes of the Milky Way • Kirby Super Star Ultra in other languages Names, Names, and in other regions definition of linguistic names, etymology and japanese ねが
notesを. It translates to Wish Upon a Galaxy. The English Milky Way wishes that许愿 the German Milky Way Trubel im All Tradueixi银 to Hustle in Outer Space French Conflit Astral Translates to Astral Conflict Italian Auguri dalla Via Lattea Translates to Greetings from the Milky Way Spanish Deseos de la Vía Láctea To Wishes of the
Translate Milky Way Trivia In the original game's story line, the moon is seen spinning clockwise, even when alone. In the remake, however, the moon can rotate both clockwise and counterclockwise. The only time the moon does not rotate is on the game map. The sun also has different size spikes around it on the map as well. Except for
the Dream Fountain scenes in the original introduction, it all appears as a sepia tone, a shadow used to involve old age. Nova is seen to move its parts into the remake. This is demonstrated by its swinging pendulum, turning the balloon, moving gears and the ability to move the eyes down to look at Kirby. In the remake, the game map and
cutting scenes in outer space have a dark blue color. In the original game, outer space seems to be black. Milky Way Wishes is one of two sub-games of Kirby Super Star and its remake to have a map showing the different levels, the other sub-game being Dyna Blade. A remix of the opening cut music is heard as a part of Kirby's
soundtrack and the curse of the rainbow. Some of the planets had small name changes between the games. Aquarius was originally Aqualiss, Cavius was Cavios, and Mekkai was written Mecheye. These names are preserved in the Japanese version of Kirby Super Star Ultra. Just before the music begins playing and the introductory
scene begins on Kirby Super Star, a star rolls by the name Kirby. This scene was omitted in Kirby Super Star Ultra, instead appearing in the original Kirby Movies cut scene for Milky Way Wishes. The music played at the beginning of Kirby's Triumphant Return (which plays after Marx collides with Nova) appears on several songs, such as
when fighting the last phase of Magolor/ Magolor Soul, fighting Star Dream/Star Dream Soul OS, and against Dededestroyer Z, though this melodic idea is first heard in Revenge of Meta Knight. [2] [3] [4] A mention of Milky Way Wishes' planets in Star Fox Zero — The Battle Begins In Star Fox Zero — The Battle Begins, Slippy Toad
reads a Nintendo magazine. The names Floria, Aqualiss, Mecheye and Halfmoon appear on the cover of the magazine. These are direct references to the four planets of the same names in Kirby Super Star's Milky Way Wishes subplayer. If the player looks at the Fountain of Dreams before shooting the light into the sky in the introduction
you can see that there is no fluid animation of water water font, as well as the four mini-geysers behind it. However, when the Fountain makes the Warp Star for Kirby towards the end of the scene, the water appears to be flowing forward. This was fixed in the original scene of Kirby's films in Kirby Super Star Ultra. When a file is selected in
Kirby Star Allies, it is possible to see a scene between Marx, Parasol Waddle Dee, Poppy Bros. Jr. and Kirby. Marx comes in from the left on his ball after the other three entered the screen. After a short moment, Kirby and Marx appear to interact with each other, and Kirby then runs to the right side of the screen. This appears to be a
reference to the introductory cutting scene of the Milky Way's wishes. Also, after Marx, Waddle Dee and Poppy Bros. Jr. left the screen, Marx re-enters the scene, but is using his wings, a reference to Milky Way Wishes events. Gallery References Deutsch Español Français Italiano ⼩⼭中 中⽂ Community content is available under CC-
BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The sun and moon around Popstar are struggling. Kirby must travel to several planets and defeat bosses there to reach NY, a giant machine, in the hope that he will stop the fight. Unlike the other platform games, Kirby cannot copy the skills of enemies he inhales (except for limited-use skills such as Crash
or Cook); Instead, Deluxe Ability Pedestals collection. These are elements with skills in them that, once in Kirby's possession, can be remembered at will. The skills that can be found are: Copy Fighter Bomb Ice Beam Parasol Sword Jet Fire Wing Suplex Hammer Yo-yo Plasma Ninja Mirror Wheel ??? Modify your booking online Before
heading anywhere, head to the small yellow/green star next to what looks like a meteorite. You'll see a lot of TACs on this site. Continue to the right. Enter the door and continue to the right. Puff up immediately before entering the door to avoid losing a life. Now you can walk in the door. You'll see Copy ability's Copy Essence Deluxe. Grab
it and hit the Warp star for a ride. (The meteorite is Cavious, and you can go here at any time, although it's easy to lose because it's so small.) Galaxy Map: Head for the green planet above Pop Star. Floria[edit] This stage is very strange. Most of the doors in the first part change the seasons, either making it harder or easier to continue on
the level. Head to the season gate until it's winter and head left again at first. Enter the hidden door for the ice capacity. He returns to the season gate and keeps coming back until he falls. To the left, and half of the tree blocking your way will be gone. until you reach a pond with another seasonal door. Towards winter. Use the ice capacity
to break the ice and enter the door below. You'll find the skill of a fighter. Go out and head right. You'll find yourself with a frozen waterfall. Break it with a combat punch and and Right. Walk past the tree and enter until it is summer. Left onto the tree and collect the cutter capacity. Head to another seasonal gate. Enter once and go out in
the fall. Go to the other side of the tree and enter the head door. None: Twin Woods[edit] Most attacks are the same as whispy. There is an attack where the twins will have parts of their trunk fly from one twin to the other, and the worm stuff comes down with apples. After killing the first twin, the other will start spinning around, and Gordos,
worms, and a ton of apples will fall on you. Both rank and Melee attacks are good in these two. Grab the star from the planet and move. Galaxy Map: A trail of stars will appear that will take you to the following planets from now on. Just because a trail appears, doesn't necessarily mean you have to follow it, even though this guide goes in
that order. Aquarius (Aqualiss)[edit] Enters the door. Continue to the right until you see two glunks and three blocks of bombs. Blow the middle, go down past the Gordo and blow this block of bombs. Continue to the right. In a pool next to a Sir Kibble there is a bomb block. Blow him through a secret door. Inside is the parasol. Exit and
continue to the right. You'll find yourself with a fuse. Unfortunately he doesn't have a power that can light him up yet, so he'll have to come back later. Get in the door. You'll be shown in a pool with lots of air pockets. Continue to the right, and prevent Gordo from moving up and down. Along the way there will be a drop. Continue to the left.
In addition, you will find yourself with an ascending axis. Puff up to make quick work of it. Enter the door and head to the platform in the middle of the room. Enter the door of this platform. Continue to the right. You'll find a lot of blocks that implode when you attack them. Continue to the left and you will fight another boss. Jukid[edit] Jukid
will try to grab you, step on you, shoot energy balls at you, but he shouldn't have much trouble. End Jukid by the power of the sword. Exit the way you entered. Go down to the right and you will find the next room door. Go down, down and up to find the ability of the beam. Enter the door and get off, down and down. Go up to the room but
don't walk in to the door. Go right. Go up the next room. Go right to the food. Get off, get on. If you see a hallway, then you did. Go all the way to the right, and enter the door. Head: Fat whale[edit] A large red whale with a pipe in its mouth and a lucky red scarf. Their main attacks are somewhat focused on moving back and forth to the
platforms in different ways, once as a saw, once as a kind of spinning jump, and sometimes face towards the wall, Your blow hole to drop debris. It will also jump back and forth from one side to the other. Sometimes it will jump from the bottom of the pier, creating a gigantic tidal wave and sending a pile of rock debris from the Rank attacks
work best on him mainly because he is always on the move. Grab the star and head to the galaxy map. A second version of this head later appears in The Great Cave Offensive, exchanged with a blue scheme. Galaxy Map: Head to the planet below in the order of games. Skyhigh[edit] Enters the door. To the right. Once you reach a
windy part, we will see a block of stars and a step up. Use the combat capability of power B to enter the door in the passage. Take jet capacity. Exit, descend and continue to the right. When you see a fuse, stay away from it, load your Jet, turn around so that the end of the business faces the fuse and let go. The fuse will light up and Kirby
will push forward, killing fred. As soon as possible, enter the cannon. You'll end up in the wheel ability room. Take it, exit and continue to the right. Get in the door. Now you will go through a series of rooms with three doors in them. Ignore the Bros. Senior poppy you can see and just enter the doors. Enter the left first. Enter the following on
the left. Ignore the poppy brothers and enter the door on the right. Enter the door in the middle. Take wing capacity. Get out, go right. Go to the middle, duck down, and grab the Invincibility Lollipop. Go right, and in the middle. You'll face a familiar cloud with a gigantic eyeball. None: Kracko[edit] Or Kracko Jr's father.com whose name
implies, or an angry souped up Kracko Jr. His attacks include dropping rain on you, using two beams that revolve around him, dropping Waddle Doos, and fainting. He will also approach the ground and use a lightning attack. Every time you drop a Waddle Doo, this is an opportunity to use the sword's thrust motion. Use both range and
melee attacks on this head. Take the star. Now that you have Jet, back off to Aquarius and turn on the fuse connected to the cannon. Galaxy map: On the volcanic planet known only as... Hotbeat! Hotbeat[edit] Low, then right, puff along slowly to prevent burns. Continue upwards and allow the cannon to shoot away. It comes back slightly
and blows the block of bombs. Go up and grab the Lollipop Invincibility. Get off to the top of new lava, and enter. Your invincible body will allow you to climb up and enter the door. Go up the shaft and enter the door. Grab the fire capacity, then enter the door. Go right, then enter the door. You will appear in a corridor of mine carts. Go right



until you see some breakable blocks on the ceiling. Use your wing ability to simply fly through them. Get in the door of a boss. None: Buggzy[edit] A beetle with an attitude. When the jaws face out, that means he'll try to grab you. Avoid it. It will also make some babies appear in mid-air and try to get you attacked. Also try to fly and land on
you. Rank attacks are more effective for him as he is always moving. Kill him, take Suplex's ability, and leave. Go right and and the door. Go right. Get in the barrel and let him shoot you in the head door. Chameleon arm[edit] You fought this head once before. He is the head of the Old Tower in the Great Offensive Cave. He'll try to roll
over you like Phan-Phan, swallow and spit on a wall. It will also be attached to the wall, become invisible, and either attack with its claws or spit three paintballs into the air. Switch to Copy and analyze balls for paint capability. Use it to make Chameleo Arm unable to become invisible anymore. Kick her ass with range attacks. Grab the star
for the end of this level. Map of galaxies: Direct us to the asteroid as a planet near the star. Cavius[edit] Enters the door. You will end up in a large room with many corridors. You will also fight many bosses in this room. Go right, go down, go right, ascend, go right, fight chef Kawasaki. Boss: Chef Kawasaki[edit] An orange man with an
apaw and chef's hat. An easy enough head. Usually try to jump on you, or throw plates at you. From time to time, he'll take you with a frying pan and try to cook you. When you see a frying pan in your hand, it floats at the top of the screen. Since it rarely moves, both range and Melee attacks are good on him. Go right, fight Poppy Bros.
Senior. None: Poppy Bros. Senior[edit] Will occasionally drop bombs at you and jump on your oversized feet. When you jump backwards, that means you're going to jump forward, so either get out of the way or duck. He too will slide to face you, so jump on it when you try. Grab the bomb capacity, go right, get off, get down left, get down,
get down right, get off, go right, fight Bonkers. Boss:Bonkers[edit] Bonkers looks like a kind of pink squirrel with a big hammer. His attacks include the usual no-nosed mini jumping head, and attacking you with his hammer. From time to time, you'll be thrown in these annoying explosive nut things. He uses melee attacks, because Bonkers
likes to stand still and plan his attacks. Grab the Hammer's ability, hit the tumble, grab your life, move right. Go down, go all the way to the left. None: Buggzy[edit] A beetle with an attitude. When his jaws face out, that means he'll try to grab you. Avoid it. It will also make some babies appear in mid-air and try to get you attacked. Also try to
fly and land on you. Rank attacks are more effective for him as he is always moving. Get in the door. Climb to the top of the room, explode the bomb block, climb all the way. Detonate the switch and follow the waterfall all the way to the bottom right. Enter the door and grab the stone capacity. Go out, grab the Invincibility Lollipop if
necessary, and go up and down to the right. Get off twice and enter the head door. None: Wham Bam Rock[edit] Remember the Head of the Garden Area at The Great Cave Offensive? It will attack in many different ways using of his hands. He'll try to hit you, hit you, he'll also try to grab you and squeeze you. Every time he goes out
pointing at the wall opposite to him, that means he's going to drop rocks. He will also drop the small rocks that fit his hands. Since you're always moving your hands, you'll want to use Range's attacks. It will take forever to kill him. Trying melee attacks will be ineffective, so don't try. It is now a pushover if you use Hammer's capability (+).
Grab the star and go back to the map. Mekkai (Mecheye)[edit] Enters the door. Go right until you see a block of bombs. Detonate it, and break the breakable block. Take life, go out and go right. Enter the cannon, and puff after hitting the wall. Detonate the bomb block and enter the door. Go right, but stay up. Enter the door of the windy
passage. Now, you're going to cheat a little. An axis with an updraft is on the left side, and an elevator shaft is on the right going down past a couple of Gims. Choose the stone capacity of all your skills, and use it just above the left axis. You'll fall all the way down. Enter the door and grab the yo-yo capability. Quit and let the left axis bring
you up. Exit, go right and go down and continue to the right. Go up the aisle and switch to wing capacity. Stand at the top of the axis and shoot a feather on the bottom switch. Up, run over the previous switch, run, hit the bottom switch with the pen, go up and keep running. Get in the door. Go to the elevator. Climb all the way to the top. To
the left and fight a head. None: Iron Mam[edit] Iron Mam has very basic attacks. He'll either try to stick his round fists at you, or hit his little body on you. Sometimes he'll try to grab you. Melee attacks work best on this head, mainly because it stays still so much. Take Plasma's ability and head right. Load all the way up, and let fly to the
bomb block. Take your lives and get back in the elevator. Go down one level, and head right, where you'll face another Bonkers. Bonkers[edit] Having killed Bonkers (again), enters the head door. None: Heavy lobster[edit] Select controller: SNES, DS Heavy Lobster likes to jump around a lot. He'll also try to catch you with a running attack.
It will also make a miniature heavy lobster that will hit you and explode. When he opens his claw, he'll either do one of those mini Heavy Lobster, or do some paint stain, or he'll shoot a gigantic ray of fire. When the ducks and a couple of puffs of smoke come out, he will try to ram at you at high speed. Puff up to the top to avoid this. Get rid
of your skill and swallow the paint thing to get Special paint capacity (which would have been a decent skill in the curse of the canvas) and use it in heavy lobster. A decent amount of damage will come out of it, along with a palette change. En En to this, you 'blind' it, causing your attacks to become more erratic (since you can't 'see' you,
you don't always aim attacks at you and tend to walk backwards a lot). This can be useful, although it also makes it harder to judge what you will do next. Then just spit the mini lobsters back at him. Hold until Kirby ducks, and you're going to shoot a big beam. After you've made heavy lobster scrap, grab the star. Galaxy map: Just one
more planet! Go to the middle planet, half space world, Halfmoon. Halfmoon[edit] Enter the door, and head right, until you see a Warp star. Break the blocks next to her and grab the warp star. You will overlook a decent part of the room. Get in the door. Grab a cart from the mine and go all the way up to a wall. Go up and go right until you
see a block of stars. Break it down, and get into a door. Take the capacity of the mirror. Get out, and go all the way to the right. Come in and grab the warp star. Along the way you'll see a life. This is a reward for making the last section dangerous on foot. You shouldn't need it, because if you did everything in the guide, you should just
need one more skill, and have about nine lives or so. Boss: Chef Kawasaki[edit] An orange man with an apaw and chef's hat. An easy enough head. Usually try to jump on you, or throw plates at you. From time to time, he'll take you with a frying pan and try to cook you. When you see a frying pan in your hand, it floats at the top of the
screen. Since it rarely moves, both range and Melee attacks are good on him. Iron Mam[edit] Iron Mam has very basic attacks. He'll either try to stick his round fists at you, or hit his little body on you. Sometimes he'll try to grab you. Melee attacks work best on this head, mainly because it stays still so much. Having taken care of these two,
enter the door and ascend. Around the middle, you'll see a block of bombs and a door. You know what to do. Take Ninja's ability. Get out, and ascend to the head door. None: Computer virus[edit] A little different from the last fight at G.C.O. There are new mini bosses this time. Wizard Select fire capability. Perform the breath movement of
fire and then push back to become a bonfire. Simply wait until your head falls on you and they will die in two twists or so. Evil Knight Select fire capability. Perform the breath movement of fire and then push back to become a bonfire. Simply wait until your head falls on you and they will die in two twists or so. Big Dragon Select fire
capability. Perform the breath movement of fire and then push back to become a bonfire. Simply wait until your head falls you and will die in two twists or so. Take the star. It's time to go talk to the comet. Galaxy Map: Head to the new planet type machine. Comet[edit] Kirby extends the stars and the comet is summoned. Kirby is about to
tell the comet that something about the sun and moon when the clown boy from the beginning of the way wakes up. Marx had tricked you into summoning the comet so he could control Pop Star. The comet has no choice but to help him. Marx transforms. His eyes grow on Buggy, and he grows two strange things looking wings. Pop Star's
new dictator flies to his newly controlled planet. Nova continues to give you more assistance. Kirby, helpless and stranded in space sees the stars he rescued previously transformed into a spacecraft. Kirby gives chase, being the only one to stop Marx's crazy plan. Fly to Nova, which is being dampened by the Sun and Moon. Apparently
they were made while they were in space. Enter New. Galactic Nova[edit] You will now control a kind of Gradius mini-game. Press any button to shoot stars at incoming fighters. Go ahead until the screen changes. None: New Galactic Nucleus[edit] The head of this minigame. Shoot the small reactor looking at things and they'll explode.
There are about 6 of them. Having killed about half of them, Nova will get smart and run the columns upside down. There's not much trouble. Predict when reactors are displayed and you will be finished in no time. Kirby will fly out of Nova and head towards his once-free planet. None: Marx[edit] Uses sword, hammer or stone (invincibility;
6-8 hits) for this battle. Marx has quite a few attacks. Use a cutter capability, a plasma skill (it will come in front of the wall at the bottom of the screen and shoot many Plasma arrows). It also has a beam capacity (it enters from the side and shoots a beam from the mouth). When split in half, a black hole will appear. Marx will also fly off the
screen and plant seeds. Watch out when you do it to avoid hurting yourself. After the arrival of the vineyards, a yellow circle will appear on the ground, where Marx will leave the ground. When your cheeks expand, you will drop a freezing pump or use your beam capacity. After Marx has been treated a little too badly, he will fly and collide
with Nova, destroying them both. Kirby will fly home, for a much needed nap. Now that all the food is on its back, Dedede isn't the biggest gourmet, Dyna Blade isn't stealing crops, Meta Knight's battleship is under the sea, and one of the worst final bosses ever seen in a Kirby game (except for Dark Matter and Termina) is done with, Kirby
deserves some rest. Just sit back and watch the credits. Credits.
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